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A computerized checklist system is provided for ensuring safe and consistent operation of sophisticated equipment such as aircraft, milling machines, and other complicated systems. The checklist system includes a microprocessor having an erasable programmable
read only
memory for storing alphanumeric
data in the form of
checklist items. A display panel is provided for visual
output of the checklist items, and a voice synthesizer is
provided for audible output of the checklist items. The
system is designed to accommodate checklists in the
form of a number of sublists, with each sublist comprising checklist items in a predetermined
sequence. A
control panel is provided to initiate the checklist sequence, progress through the sequence of items, skip
items in the sequence, return to skipped items automatically at the end of the sequence, and exit the sequence at
any time upon command.
9 claim&
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A

roceasor and a display/control
panel all
in a selfumtained
unit suitable for installation in an
ahraft hlaument
panel.
The microprocessor of the prcaent invention includes
5 amemorystomgeunitsuchasanErasableProgrammable Read Only Memory (EPROM) for storing and up
dating alphanumeric data in the form of checklist items.
EachcheckhstitemistypicaUyinthetw~~‘Challenge-Response’* format that is preferred by most pilots,
10 although other checkhst formats may be provided. The
control panel of the system includes a Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD) for displaying the checklist items and
several buttons for operating the sequence of checklist
items. In addition, the present invention inchides a voice
15 synthesizer for providing
an audible reading of each
checklist item as it is displayed on the LCD.
In operation, the EPROM of the system is preprogrammed with the proper checklist items in the proper
sequence for the particular type of aircmft in which the
20
system is installed. The system is used by the pilot by
turning it on and pressing the control buttons tc
progress through the sequence of checklist items. The
system is designed to accommodate checklists which
comprise a number of sublists, with each sublist having
25
a sublist title that is displayed and spoken by the system.
Each sublist comprises a sequence of actual checklist
items that are displayed and spoken so that they can be
accomplished by the pilot.
After the checklist system is turned on, the micro30
processor indexes the first sublist and then displays and
speaks that sublist title. If the pilot wishes to skip the
first sublist and proceed to the second sublist, the pilot
pushes the SKIP button. If the pilot wishes to proceed
35 with the checklist items in the presently displayed sublist, the pilot pushes the GO button and the microprocessor displays and speaks the first checklist item in
that sublist. After the pilot completes each checklist
item, he pushes the GG button and the microprocessor
40 displays and speaks the next checklist item in the sequence. Ifthe pilot wishes to skip an item, he pushes the
SKIP button and the micropr oceasor proceeds to the
next item in the sequence. After the pilot responds to
the last sublist item in the sequence, the microprocessor
45 returns to display and speak each skipped item in sequence. When the pilot has completed all sublist items
by responding with the GO button, the computer responds by announcing “COMPLETE”
and indexing to
the next sublist title. The pilot can exit a sublist at any
50 time by pushing the EKIT button, which returns the
display to the current sublist title.
The computerized
checklist system of the present
invention provides the pilot with more time to attend to
other duties by speaking each checklist item to the pilot
55 rather than requiring the pilot to divert his attention to
read the checklist. The voice synthesizer may direct its
output to a separate speaker or directly to the aircraft
intercom system. In addition, the control buttons may
be placed at a position remote from the display panel for
60 the convenience of the pilot. Furthermore,
the computerixed checklist system of the present invention manages the checklist items to urevent the unintentional
omission of one or more iu& in the checklist sequence.
cllldeaamicrop
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TECHNICALFIELD
This invention relates to self~tained
data storage
and display device3 and, in particular, to a computerkl
ahcraft checklist system that display and speaks
preprogrammed
alphanumeric data in a predetermined
sequence.
BACKGROUND
OF THE INVENTION
Printed checklists have been used extensively in
many fields to ensure the safe and consistent operation
of sophisticated equipment and systems. In the field of
aviation in particular, &craft avionics and other Sight
control systems have become so complex that it is not
feasible for pilots to remember the proper sequence of
events associated with the operation of aircraft during
normal flight or emergency situations. In fact, the Federal Aviation Agency requires that all a&raft carry a
complete checklist of items and functions to be performed by the pilot during the various stages of flight
In theory, the pilot is required to read the checklist
during each stage of the flight to assure that the proper
tasksarecompletcdatthepropertimesoastoreduce
the possibility of pilot error during flight.
With the introduction
of computers to aircmft avionics, onboard ahcraft systems now possess far greater
capabilities, but they also require more attention from
the pilot than older, less sophisticated systems. In small,
single+ngineaircmftthechecklistmaybeprintedona
single page, but in sophisticated multicngine
aircmft
the- checklist
.may -comprise
- --- an entire book
Lenfly
akraft
checklists, which were originally
required for reasons of safety, have the negative result
of causing pilots to spend a greater percentage of their
time reading checklists. Unfortunately,
the increased
time spent reading checklists reduces the time the pilots
have available to look outside the aircmtt for haxards to
safe flight. In addition, lengthy checklists increase the
possibility of pilot error caused by the accidental omission of checklist items.
Failure to use a&raft checklists properly has been
mentioned often in ahcraft accident investigation reports. In fact, the National Transportation
Safety Board
hasdaerminedthatthefailuretoworthemisuscof
checklists was a probable cause or a contributing factor
in approximately
three-fourths of the a&craft accidents
hvegt@ti
in recent years. However, despite the &vious importance of proper checklist procedures for the
safe operation of a&raft, very little has been done to
change or improve the basic printed aircmft checklist.
Thus there is a great need for an improved aircraft
checklist which is easy to use, which allows the pilot to
spend more time looking outside the a&raft, and which
prevents the accidental omission of checklist items.

SUMMARY
OF THE INVENTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF THE DRAWINGS
The present invention is a commuerizd
checklist 65
system designed to ensure the safe and consistent operaFor a more complete understanding
of the present
tion of sophisticated equipment such as aircraft and
invention and for further advantages thereof, reference
other complicated
systems. The checklist system inis now made to the following Description of the Pre-
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ferted Embodiment
taken in conjunction
with the acComputer&d
checklist system 10 is designed to store
companying Drawin&
in which:
and output checkIist items 13 as elements of various
FIG. 1 is a front plan view of the display/control
sublists such as “Engine Start”, “Before Takeoff’, and
panel of the present invent
“Before Landing”, for example. After the system 10 ha.9
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the components of the 5 llIlIloullccd “READY’
60, pushing the GG button inpresent inventio& and
dexes the first sublist 62 and causes the system10 to
FIG. 3 is a logic Sow diagram iihistmting the operaautomaticaUy dispIay and speak the title of the subhst
tion of the present invention.
64. Next, the pilot cues the checkhst by pressing 66 one
of the control buttons. If the pilot wishes to bypass the
DESCRIPTION
OF THE PREFERRED
10 subhst being displayed, he presses the SICIP button 16.
EMRGDIMENTS
Ifthesublist~beingskippedisnotthelastsublist68inthe
Refe
to FIG. 1, the computer&d
checklist sysscquencqthesystem10 increments the sublist index 69
tem of the present invention is genenxhy identified by
and displays and speaks the title of the next sublist 64 in
reference numeraI 10. Computer&d
checklist system
the sequence. If the system determines that the sublist
10 includes a dispIay/control
paneI 11, a Liquid Crystal 15 being skipped is the last subiist 68, the system 10 indexes
Display (LCD) 12 for dispIaying alphanumeric checkthe tirst sublist and displays and speaks the tirst subiist
Iist items W, an on/off/volume
knob 14, and push buttitle 64. If the pilot presses 66 the EXIT button 17, the
tons 15, 16, and 17.
system 10 merely repeats the current subiist title 64. If
A block diagram of the major components of comthe pilot presses 66 the GG button 15, the system proputerized checklist system 10 is shown in FIG. 2. Mi- 20 ceeds with the checklist items 13 in the current subiist.
croprocessor 22, which may be based on a ZiIog Z-80
When the pilot enters a sublist by pressing the Go
microcomputer
chip, forms the core of checklist system
button
lS,the system 10 initially marks all checklist
10. Microprocesso r 22 receives input from clock 23 and
items
in
that subhst as being skipped 70. The system 10
interrupt generator 37, and provides output along adthen
automaticagy
indexes the first item of the subiist
dress bus 2S to non-volatile memory 24, random access 25
72. At decision point 74, the system 10 ascertains
memory 26, and address decoder 34. Non-volatile memwhether or not the indexed item has been marked as
ory 24 may comprise an Erasable Programmable
Read
skipped. If the item has been skipped, the system 10
Only Memory
(EPROM)
which may be preprodisplays
and speaks the checkiist item 76, preferably in
grammed and periodically
updated to contain the
format iIiustrated by
checklist items 13 required for the specific type of air- 30 the two-part, challenge-response
item 13. After a checklist item 13 has been announced
craft in which checklist system 10 is instaged.
76, the pilot must respond by pressing 78 a control
Microprocwso
r 22 is aho connected by data inputbutton. If the pilot fails to press a control button before
/output bus 27 to non-volatile
memory 24, random
a predetermined
time limit, the system wiii ~~~llou~lce
access memory 26, button input port 28, Liquid Crystal
80 to remind the pilot that a response is
Display U, memory control port 32, and digitai-to35 “READY”
required. If the pilot presses the EXIT button 17, the
analog ccmverter 36. Converter 36 includes a voice
system returns to the current subiist title 64. If the pilot
synthcsixer which converts digital data into audible
completes the checklist item 13 in the normal course, he
speech using a process such as that disclosed by U.S.
presses 78 the GG button 15 and the system marks the
Pat. No. 4,214,125. The output of converter 36 passes
through lilter 38 to amplifier 40 which has a volume 40 checklist item as not being skipped 81. If the pilot
wishes to bypass the checklist item 13 presented for
control 41. The signal from amphtier 40 may be input to
response, he presses the SICIP button 16. After the pilot
a speaker 42 or may be input to audio isolation transhas pressed the Go or SKIP buttons, the system 10
former 44 to be provided directiy to the aircraft interascabms whether or not the current checkhst item 13
com system. Thus microprocesso r 22 provides the
output of aiphanumeric
checklist items 13 stored in 45 is the last item 82 in the sequence. If the current item 13
is not the iast item 82, the system 10 increments the item
memory 24 to the pilot in the form of audible speech as
index 84 and proceeds with the next item in the sewell as a visible display on LCD l2.
quence. The system 10 continues with the loop 74.76,
The operation of display/control
panel 11 of FIG. 1
78,82, and 84 until aU checkhst items in the sequence
is illustrated in the logic flow diagram of FIG. 3. Gperation of checklist system 10 is started 30 by turning on M have been presented to the pilot. When the system 10
reaches the last item 82 in a subiist, the system 10 ascervolume control knob 14. If the GG button 15 or EXIT
tains whether any items in that subiist have been
button 17 is pressed 52, LCD 12 may display informaskipped 86 by the pilot. If any checklist items have been
tion 54 such as a copyright notice for the system softskipped, the system 10 returns to 72, indexes the tirst
ware, the a&raft
identification,
or the name of the
aircraft owner. Fogowing display 34, the system 10 wiII 55 item of the subiist, and proceeds through the loop as
described above. When the system 10 has determined
automatically initiaiixe itself 36. If the SKIP button 16
that the pilot has responded to sII checklist items in the
or no button is pressed 52, the system wiII automaticahy
subiist by pressing the Go button 15 to mark all items as
initialize itself 36 and omit display 34. In addition to the
not being skipped 81, the system 10 determines that no
GG button 15 and SICIP button 16 located on panel 11,
auxihary GG and SKIP buttons may be piaced in a 60 items have been skipped 86 and displays and announces
“COMPLETE”
88. After a subiist has been completed,
position remote from panel 11 for the convenience of
the pilot.
the system 10 automatically returns to 68 to determine
A!k the system 10 has initialized itself 36, the system
whether or not the completed subiist was the last subhst
10 conducts a self-test 38. If the system 10 fails the test
68. If the completed subiist was not the last sublist 68,
58, LCD l2 displays an error message 57 and checklist 65 the system 10 increments the sublist index 69 and dissystem 10 halts operation 59. If the system 10 passes test
plays and says the title of the next subiist 64. Thereafter,
38, the system 10 displays and announces “READY’
the system 10 proceeds through the remaining sublists
60.
and subiist items as described above.
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Thecomputerixedcheckhstsyatem1oofthepreaent

iXlVUltiOlliSdUigdtO-likCMadd.itidnW
mesnberwhoseonlyrespoMibilityistoreadMdmMagetbeaircmftchecklisLThepilotdoesnothaveto
read or fumble with a written check&
which improves flight safety by reducing the cockpit workload.
Fmthermore,
the computerixed
checklist system 10
provides an awurate and tLan&ent
presentation
of
checklist items 23 in sequence without the posaiiility of
inadvertently
omitting an item in the aeguemx.
Although
the present invention has been described
with respect to a specitic preferred embodiment of the
computerized
checklist system, various changea and
modificationsmaybesuggestedtooneskiUedintheart,
and it is intended that the present invention encompass
such changes and modifications as fall within the scope
of the appended claims.
we claim:
1. A computerixed checklist system, comprising:
a digital processo r for controlling the operation of the
checklist system;
storage means connected to the processor for storing
alphanumeric
data organ&d
in a predetermined
sequence of sublists, wherein each of the sublists
has a title and includes a predetermined
sequence
of checklist items, each checklist item including a
challenge having a corresponding
response;
!kst switch means for enabling an operator of the
checklist system to enter an action complete signal,
indicating that the operator has completed a response to a challenge, second switch means for
enabling the operator to enter a skip signal indicating that the operator desires to delay completion of
a response to a challenge, and third switch means
for enabling the operator to enter an exit signal
indicating that the operator desires to exit a sublist
king
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3.

35

Processed;

meansconnectedtothefirst,seumdandthirdswitch
means and the digital processor for detecting entry
by the operator of an action complete signal, a skip
signal or an exit signak
a display connected to the digital procemor for selectively displaying a sublist title or a checklist item;
a voice synthesizer connected to the digital processor
for providing an audible output corresponding
to
each sublist title or checklist item displayed on the
display, the audible output being provided concurrentIy with the display of the sublist title or the
checklist itenq and
program control means for controlling
the digital
processor to effect presentation, by the display and
the voice synthesixer, of the alphanumeric
data in
the predetermined
sequence of sublists starting
with a first subhst and a hnt checklist item in the
fiqst sublist, the program control means including:
first means responsive to detection of an action complete signal following announcemen t and display of
a sublist title or any checklist item in a sublist being
processed for displaying a next checklist item in the
sublist being processed while concurrently providing an audible output announcing the next checklist
item,
second means responsive to detection of a skip signal
following announcement and display of any checklist item in a sublist being processed for skipping
the checklist item and automatically displaying a
next checklist item in the subhst being processed

40
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while amcmrently
providing an audible output
announcingthenextchecklistikm;
tbirdmeansreqonsivetodetectionofanexitsignal
following ~uncemen
t and display of any checklist item in a sublist being processed for automaticslly displaying and amlolmcing the title of the
sublist being procea&
as if all of the checklist
items therein still require processing;
fourth means reqonaive
to detection of an action
complete signal following announcanent
and display of aLlaat checklist item in a sublist being processed for automatically recalhng skipped checklist
items, and for displaying and announcing each such
skipped checklist item in the same sequence that
said items were skipped; and
llfth means responsive to detection of an action complete signal for all checklist items in the sublist
being processed for automatically
indexing to a
next sublist in the predetermined
sequence of sublists and for displaying and announcing the title of
the next sublist.
2. The computer&al
checklist system of claim 1,
wherein said storage means comprises an erasable programmable read only memory.
3. The computerized
checklist system of claim 1,
wherein the program control means further comprises:
sixth means responsive to a failure to detect an action
complete signal within a predetermined
period of
time after any checklist item is announced and
displayed for announcing
and displaying a reminder prompt.
4. The computerized
checklist system of claim 2,
wherein said sixth means repeats said reminder prompt
until an action complete signal or skip signal is detected.
5. The computerixed
checklist system of chum 1,
wherein said checklist is preprogrammable.
6. The computer&d
checklist system of claim 1,
further comprising:
means for self-testing said system; and
means for terminating the presentation of said checklist if said self-testiug means detects an error.
7. The computerized
checklist system of claim 6,
further comprising:
means connected to said self-testing means for genersting an error signal if said self-testing means deteds an error in said system.
8. A computer&d
checklist system, comprising:
adigital processo r for controlling the operation of the
checklist system;
storage means connectedtothep
rocessor for storing
alphamuneric
data organized in a predetermined
sequence of sublista, wherein each of the sublists
has a title and includes a predetermined
sequence
of checklist items, each checklist item in&ding
a
challenge having a corresponding
response;
first switch means for enabling an operator of the
checklist system to enter an action complete signal,
indicating that the operator has completed a response to a challenge, second switch means for
enabling the operator to enter a skip signal indicating that the operator desires to delay completion of
a response to a challenge, and third switch means
for enabling the operator to enter an exit signal
indicating that the operator desires to exit a sublist
being process@
means co~ected to the first, second and third switch
means and the digital processor for detecting entry
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bytheoperatorofanactioncompletesignal,askip
signalormexitsigm&
avoicesynthesixerconmxmd
tothedigitalprocesmr
for providing an audible output co-g
to
each sublist title or checklist item; and
program control means for controlling
the digital
processor to effect presentation, by the voice synthesizer, of the alphanumeric dtlbillthepredetamiued sequence of sublists starting with a first sublistanda6rstcheckhstiteminthefirstsublist,the
program control means including:
first means respon&e
to detection of an action
complete signal following
announcement
of a
sublist or any any checklist item in a sublist being
processed for providing an audiile output announcing the next checklist item;
secondmeansrespom&etodetectionofaskip
signal following amrouncement of any checklist
item in a sublist being pmcessed for skipping the
checklist item and automatically
providing an
audible output announcing
the next checklist
item;
third means responsive to detection of an exit signal
following announcement of any checklist item in
a sublist being prcxzes& for automatically announcing the title of the sublist being procemed
as if all of the checklist items therein still require
processing;
fourth means responsive to detection of an action
complete signal following
announcement
of a
last checklist item in a sublist being proces~I for
automatically
recalhng skipped checklist items,
and for announcing each such skipped checklist
item in the same sequence that said items were
skipped; and
fifth means responsive to detection of an action
complete signal for all checklist items in the
sublist being processed for automatically indexingtoanextsublistinthepredeterminedsequence of sublists and providing an audible output announcing the title of the next sublist.
9. A computerized
checklist system, comprising:
a digital processo r for controlling the operation of the
checklist system;
storage means connected to the processo r for storing
alphanumeric
data organized in a predetermined
sequence of sublists, wherein each of the sublists
has a title and includes a predetermined
sequence
of checklist items, each checklist item including a
challenge having a corresponding
response;
lirst switch means for enabling an operator of the
checklist system to enter an action complete signal,
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indicating that the operator hss completed a response to a challenge, second switch means for
enabling the operator to enter a skip signal indicating that the operator desires to delay completion of
aresponsetoachallenge,andthirdswitchmeaus
forenablingtheoperatortoenteranexitsignal
indicating that the operator desires to exit a subhst
beingpnxxaped;
meansconuectedtothefimt,seumdandthirdswitch
means and the digital processo r for detecting entry
by the opemtor of an action complete signal, a skip
signaloranexitsignak
a display connected to the digital processor for selectively displaying a sublist title or a checklist item;
and
program control means for controlling
the digital
processor to effect presentation, by the display, of
the alphanumeric
data in the predetermined
sequence of sublists starting with a first sublist and a
first checklist item in the East sublist, the program
control means including:
first means responsive to detection of an action
complete signal following
display of a sublist
title or any checklist item in a sublist being processed for displaying a next checklist item in the
sublist being processed;
second means responsive to detection of a skip
signal following display of any checklist item in
a sublist being proces&
for skipping the checklist item and automatically
displaying a next
checklist item in the sublist being processed,
third means responsive to detection of an exit signal
following display of any checklist item in a sublist being proces4
for automatically displaying
the title of the sublist being processed as if all of
the checklist items therein still require process&;
fourth means responsive to detection of an action
complete signal following display of a last checklist item in a sublist being processed for automatically recalling skipped checklist items, and for
displaying each such skipped checklist item in
the same sequence that said items were skipped;
and
fifth means responsive to detection of an action
complete signal for all checklist items in the
sublist being processed for automatically indexing to a next subhst in the predetermined
sequence of sublists and displaying the title of the
next subhst.
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